
AD, perfectly paired for display 
in a true wireless meeting room 

As a natural progression from our AC series, the AD models are meticulously designed with a compact form factor, 
specifically tailored for seamless integration with all displays. The 'D' in AD goes beyond mere displays; it symbolizes a 
holistic approach to meeting room solutions. The AD series epitomizes the ideal meeting room—interactive, seamless, 
and secure.

The spaces beneath an AD model are carefully carved out, creating a designated gap for the display frame to seamless-
ly fit in. Placed effortlessly on top of any display, the AD model completes your meeting room setup.

Inheriting all the advanced features and benefits of the AC series, the AD series boasts proprietary 60GHz technology, 
True 4K capability, content protection without data compression, hassle-free third-party software installation, and much 
more.

True plug & play via HDMI & USB-C
Why bother with third-party app installation? 
Meetings are meant to be short and sweet. 
Plug in our VisionShare and present within 
seconds. Lowest maintenance ever.

Simple & easy installation
The AD series is part of the interior design of 
your meeting room: clean, seamless and 
elegant. Impress your customers with a state of 
the art look and feel as they present.

Secure & versatile protection
VisionShare is compliant with HDCP and DTCP 
for content protection and secure signal trans-
mission. We also decode content as video frame 
by frame, hence 100% safe.

True4K video quality
We do not cut corners, just like our true 4K 
resolution does not rely on any scaler shortcut. 
Did you know other brands compress the 
presentation like data? We? Never.



What problem VisionShare has been solved?

- Too many WiFi interference that cause 
delay and low performance
- Can’t support 4K high quality video
- Compressed video/picture quality

- System compatiblity include Android / 
MAC/ iOS / Windows / Chrome...etc.
- Problem when system upgrade or update
- High maintainance cost

Product Series

**VisionShare offer 3 years parts warranty and 1 year transmitter warranty

VisionShare AD product specification

- USB connectivity is prohibit to use in 
corporate, government and bank industry. 
- Driver/sofware installation is not allowed. 
- Not open for visitor to use if need to open 
network or install software

Proprietary network No USB
No software/driver

Beam-forming Point to point 
connection

HDCP/DTCP 
certified

Customized ID 
code

Frame by frame


